
The History of EDI

US Army Master Sargent named
Edward Guilbert he is also called as

“The father of EDI” designed a
standard manifest system that
could be transmitted by telex,

radio-teletype or telephone to track
tons of US Army cargo  during WWII

By early 1990’s many companies
across various industries and

verticals started adopting EDI to
streamline their supply chain

process, roughly 12,000+
companies mandated their

suppliers to start using EDI.

In the early 1970’s a file transfer
protocol (FTP) was introduced.

FTP enabled the transfer of files
between internet sites. 

In 1978, TDCC becomes the EDIA
(Electronic Data Interchange

Association) and later EDIA is
chartered by the ANSI (American

National Standards Institute) to
become ANSIX12 committee.

AS/2 has also grown its
popularity as it is also cost

effective and it keeps the EDI
data secure by encrypting it

during the data transfer. AS/2 is
now used many major retailers

and they require all of their
suppliers to use it too.
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Guilbert joined Du Pont Co in 1960s
and he developed a standard set of
electronic messages for sending cargo
information between Du Pont and a
carrier company, Chemical Leahman
Tank Lines.

A new communication standard
'AS/2’ was published by UCC which
enables to encrypt transmitted
data over the internet

In 1981, ANSIX12 published its
first standard for food, drug,
warehouse, banking and
transportation industries. Soon,
many major retailers and
automobile companies mandated
their suppliers to start using EDI
to business with them.

Over 95% of Fortune 500 companies
are capable of using EDI. Many
different types of EDI have been
developed which allows many smaller
to medium business to adopt to EDI
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